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Learning Journey Grants 
 

The Learning Journey Grant were inspired by Susan Fraser. Sue was a teacher, 
mentor, and long-time friend of the Vancouver Reggio Association. With her passing, 
the Learning Journey Grant continues to honour her legacy and her memory. 
 
We view the Reggio Emilia educational endeavour as an ever evolving, complex set 
of philosophical approaches and pedagogical practices that continue to provoke 
questions and inspiration locally and globally. This grant is intended to support local 
educators who wish to engage in an in-depth study and exploration of the underlying 
principles of the Reggio Emilia approach. 

These principles include: 

1.  A commitment to expand and elaborate the image of the child 
2. To elevate the view of early childhood settings as places for culture 

production and democracy and as places for research. 
 

This engagement with research and collaboration propels pedagogical practices 
such as pedagogical documentation (narration) which makes visible the learning and 
thinking of children, families, and teachers. Learning is extended and deepened 
through curriculum that thrives on long-term projects. 

For the 2021-2022 Learning Journey Grant project, we invited applicants who are 
interested in exploring how the pedagogical principles of Reggio Emilia interact with 
our own West Coast contexts, including our history and our images of children, 
educators, and families. 

In our Sharing Circle, we celebrate and learn from the recipients of the 2021-
2022 Learning Journey Grants! 

 



Sharing Circle Program 
Learning Journey Grant recipients and their projects 

 
1. Stephanie Good  

 Collaborators: Jennifer Araujo, Teacher-Librarian at South Slope Elementary School in Burnaby. 
Focus: How can a Story Studio in the library promote literacy school wide?  

 
2. Karen Samra  

 Collaborators : Vickie Hong (Grandview Elementary Literacy Enhancement Teacher)  
Focus: The focus of our inquiry is to explore ways that we can encourage the growth of oral language, 

storytelling, and collaborative processing through the exploration and play of loose parts.  
 

3. Janelle Danyluk  
 Collaborators: Sheri Webster, Kindergarten Teachers in Salmon Arm, School District #83  

Focus: Third Teacher and Outdoor Ateliers 
 

4. Erin Ritchie  
 Collaborators: Anne Leslie, Myra Marshall, Vanessa Tan, Karin Farquhar, Phaedra Fairwell, Kim Ondrik 

(all educators at Mill Bay Nature School in Cowichan School District)  
Focus: Building Shared Understandings of Loose Parts Learning  

 
Reflection Pause 

 
5. Lauren MacLean  

 Collaborators: Brenda Miyanaga, Erin Reid, Rob Cowie, Coquitlam School District 
Focus: How can we engage in land-based storytelling while also supporting emergent mathematics?  

 
6. Kelli Lundie  

Collaborators: Megan Groom (co collaborator), Delta’s Indigenous Educators: Heidi Wood, Nathan 
Wilson, Cody Forbes, Delta School District  

Focus: The focus of our inquiries intertwines our curiosities about children and how they make 
connections to our place.  

 
7. Valerie Lai  

Collaborators: Maribel Martinez, Seymour Elementary Strong Start Facilitator, Colleen Dickie – VSB 
Early Learning Manager, Vancouver School District  

Focus: “In particular, we would like to explore using loose parts in the context of story creation 
(workshop) with children under 3 years old and with the participation of parents and caregivers. We 

are wondering how early exposure to the Reggio Emilia approach can enhance the  
learning, creativity, and self-discovery of young children.  

 
8. Giovanna Thiessen  

Collaborators: Angela Brnjac (K teacher) Shelley Janvier (K/1 teacher) Liz Ward (Librarian/ELL teacher), 
Burnaby School District  

Focus: We are interested in capturing stories that matter to our students as they play  
and explore the hundred languages.  



Stephanie Good 
 
Collaborators:  
Stephanie Good & Jennifer Araujo; Teacher-Librarians at Cameron Elementary 
School and South Slope/BCSD Elementary School in the Burnaby School District.  
 
 
Project Summary:  
Our guiding questions for this inquiry were How can a Story Studio in the library 
promote literacy schoolwide? and What is the connection between joy and story 
workshop?  Our intention was to create Communities of Practice at our respective 
schools to engage in collaborative exploration of story workshop with our colleagues 
in the library setting.  The creation of a Community of Practice at each school has 
allowed for deeper exploration at South Slope/BCSD where some colleagues are 
familiar with story workshop, while at Cameron it has been the beginning of a 
learning journey as story workshop is a new practice for several educators.  At both 
sites, our Communities of Practice are deepening our understandings of the story 
workshop model and providing a supportive environment to grow as teacher-
researchers.  Teachers as makers has provided the means to take the perspective of 
children and to explore and experiment with materials as they would.  In the process, 
it awakened joy in the teachers themselves!  
  
It is readily apparent to us as we have observed our students how engaging story 
workshop is for them.  They approach it with excitement, curiosity, and 
enthusiasm.  We have provided students with a variety of materials for storytelling, 
including loose parts and art materials such as watercolour and liquid watercolour 
paints, graphite pencils, oil pastels, and charcoal sticks.  We have observed the 
various ways in which children engage with materials, as well as their preferences for 
certain types.  Some children appear to prefer and benefit from the concrete aspects 
of animal figures, for example, whereas others have shared that they enjoy the open-
ended aspect and aesthetic of watercolour paints.  Others still are drawn to certain 
materials based on where their interests lie. We have also noticed that students have 
benefited from sharing circles where we explore the properties of a material or how a 
material could be used in storytelling.  These opportunities stretch imaginations and 
perspectives and support language and story development.  Children also have the 
chance to hear each other's voices and ideas, in turn co-creating understanding and 
learning. 
 
 



Karen Samra 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Janelle Danyluk 
Sheri and Janelle are Kindergarten teachers in Salmon Arm.   We teach at different schools in 
our district, but as friends and colleagues connect often to share about our lives and our 
teaching practice. Sheri teaches English Kindergarten in a school that also houses the 
district’s French Immersion program, while Janelle teaches at the district’s Outdoor Learning 
School.  This September, we both returned to the classroom after being away from classroom 
life (we were both Literacy Intervention Teachers for several years). 
 
Over the last couple of years, both of us were so fortunate to take the Kindergarten Specialist 
Program through Queens.  It was there that we were introduced to the Reggio Emilia learning 
approach.  Wow – is all we can say!    Through the gracious gift of the Learning Journey Grant 
funds, we were able to dive a little deeper into our understanding of Reggio practices this 
year, and purchase art materials for an outdoor “Wonder Wagon” (watercolour paint and 
paper, clay, bees wax crayons, bird identification cards, ...).    
 
The question we began exploring this year was: 
How does creating and using an outdoor atelier contribute to a child’s sense of belonging? 
 
The outdoors really is the perfect Third Teacher!  We painted snow, drew, and sketched 
flowers, made ice sculpture, created natural paint from nature, and made bird feeders.  As 
students created art outdoors, we noticed how these shared experiences deepened 
students’ comfort level with one another, contributing to their sense of belonging.  There was 
a freedom to express themselves, and beautiful joy bubbled out as they did.  We also noticed 
that students seemed more aware of their world, and perhaps in a way, their own place within 
it.  We noticed how proud students were of their art, and how protective they were of 
preserving their creations for others to see.  We realized though, that the materials were only 
tools in the process of helping students make connections … and that that often connections 
with self and others were made without additional materials, at all.   
 
We also realized how both outdoor and indoor spaces complement one another, and 
wondered if maybe they were extensions of one another, rather than entirely separate places.   
By taking the indoors back inside with us (a rock, a feather, the art we created) the learning 
and connections we made outdoors deepened.  A sense of rootedness seemed to develop 
as students created art outdoors, like they were part of something bigger than themselves.  
This spilled back over into classroom learning – making learning within four walls more 
thoughtful, meaningful, and fun.   The reciprocity of doing art both inside and outside was 
powerful, and one that has left us asking many new questions. 
 
 
 
 



Erin Ritchie 
Building a Shared Understanding of the Use of Loose Parts in Our Setting  
By the Team from Q’shintul (Mill Bay Nature School)  
This project intertwined with a desire by our staff to set professional goals as a learning community. We had found 
professional development in the past had not allowed us as learners to dive deep and was not reflective of the 
learning opportunities we aspired to create for the children we work with. With that in mind, we set out to create 
goals for ourselves that kept our learners in the centre and allowed us to collaborate, build common 
understandings, and work towards a common purpose for our learners. The goal of building shared 
understandings about the use of loose parts in our setting, stemmed from an amazing amount of donations from 
our community that were not organized in a way that we understood; we knew the materials held a great deal of 
potential.  
To build our understanding we landed on focussing our learning on two structures which use loose parts: Story 
Workshop and Counting Collections. We purchased the professional books and used parts of professional 
development days and early dismissal afternoons set aside for professional learning communities, to meet in our 
book clubs to share our learning and wonderings with one another.  
We knew our schoolhouse space might lend itself well to housing our materials and set about moving materials 
from all over the school up into the space. In the Fall, Kim led a playful inquiry about “How can we use our muscles 
to support our community?” The children identified moving things as something that would be helpful to others, 
so they spent some time flexing their muscles and moving items into the schoolhouse. With COVID ramping up in 
January, children were asked to stay home an extra week after winter break, if they were able. This meant there 
were very few children in attendance during that week and many of our Smuqwa (ages 8-12) learners were 
interested in working in the new Remida centre. They set to work planning how to sort and organizing up a storm.  
Early in the new year, we met (via zoom) with the manager of a Remida Centre in Perth, Australia. He shared their 
journey with the team and reflected on our questions about the development of our Remida space. Throughout 
the course of the year, the teams each spent time working in the space. Each team also had the opportunity to 
share out their learning during part of a professional day to the rest of the staff and we also set-up provocations 
for our whole staff that asked them to reflect and share thinking through loose parts. The hands-on experience 
invited staff to consider the use of loose parts as one of the languages we offer our children to express their 
thinking.  
Our literacy lead, Phaedra, who teaches all the children ages 4-10, decided to dedicate one hour each week of her 
literacy time with the children on story creation using loose parts. This became a beloved part of the week for the 
children and Phaedra alike. The other educators who had chosen to focus on Story Workshop development in 
their clans, reported student engagement, the development of voice in their story creations, the inclusions of story 
elements, and joy when the children created stories with loose parts. The wide variety of materials included in the 
story baskets allowed every child to make choices and build understanding of what materials work best for them 
to capture stories.  
The counting collections team all began to create collections to use in their spaces. Some brought their learners 
up to the Remida centre to be involved in choosing materials that tickled their fancies. The children began to work 
creating strategies that supported their counting, such as sorting by attribute or grouping to skip-count by 2’s, 5’s, 
or 10’s. Rich  
language flowed from this routine as the children engaged with it week upon week, as did the building of 
relationship with one another as they collaborated to solve problems.  
We are so grateful for the yearlong focus this grant opportunity allowed us to have! Our next steps are to 
complete organization of the space and invite the children into the space (clan by clan) to think about how our 
new Remida centre can continue to be sustainable. We’ve spoken as a staff about possibly engaging in a 
“Beautiful Stuff” project in the Fall. We are also thinking about using the space as a fundraiser for the school by 
selling materials to community members for birthday parties, etc. The organization and maintenance of the space 
is going to be allocated some time, just as the organization of a library does in many schools. We are beginning to 
see the value of loose parts and access the potential they have to support learning and growth for our learners in 
our setting.  



Lauren MacLean 

SD 43 – Lauren MacLean and Brenda Miyanaga 
Our focus for this inquiry was to explore how we can engage in land-based 
storytelling while at the same time supporting emergent mathematics.  Brenda and 
Lauren were curious about the relationship between exploring, inquiring, and 
communicating. How do these three intersect and overlap? How can we explore on 
the land and then (or simultaneously) communicate our understandings and 
wonderings? 
We began by reading Backyard Fairies by Phoebe Wahl. As we headed outside to 
explore our schoolgrounds, a child said, “Let’s be very quiet. No, let’s be FAIRY 
quiet.” We used this humorous comment to explore the literacy connection between 
words and experiences. For example, another student commented that there is the 
word ‘air’ in fairy because they like to fly in the air. Then another student said there is 
also the word ‘fair’ because fairies are kind and like to share their outdoor space with 
us.   
As we explored our outdoor learning space, we used three stems: I see, I think, I 
wonder.  This is a common practice for this grade 1 classroom to encourage 
accountability during circle time sharing.  We used our clear clipboards to draw what 
we saw, looked through picture books to make more connections and be inspired 
and flipped through field guides to consider what was growing near us and how that 
might support a healthy ‘fairy’ environment.   
Student example: I see a small, cozy space that a fairy would love to make their house 
in. I think we should build it a home that has lots of rooms and a big kitchen to make 
spells in.  I wonder if the fairies like our dandelions or plantain? 
 
Our general observations were that students were highly engaged, focused, and 
collaborative (especially the learners who are typically more unregulated indoors).   
We used our photos and reflections to highlight the math when we returned to the 
classroom.  This allowed for more consolidation and reflection time. We showed 
photos and gave time for the learners to share their observations. Then as a group, 
we would try to notice and nudge where the mathematical connections were. 
Student example: I built a fairy house but it fell over because the snow was too heavy. 
Circle reflection: Ms. MacLean asked if there could be another way we could rebuild 
the house to make it stronger in the snow? Many students talked about how many 
sticks they would need, how long they had to be, and what shape or how the sticks 
needed to connect to one another to give it a strong foundation. 
However, this also made Brenda and I wonder: what if we used a “more scientific or 
mathematical” picture book (like Fairy Science by Ashley Spires)? Would the learners 
be inclined to weave mathematical concepts in throughout their explorations?  



Kelli Lundie  
Megan Groom and Kelli Lundie are presenting their work on Discovering Our Place.  Both are teachers 
at Holly Elementary in Ladner, teaching Grade 2 and 3.  Every Wednesday, their classes explored 
outside to discover their place.  What they thought would be an adventure in learning about the 
animals that live in Ladner turned out to be so much more.  While exploring their place, they 
discovered exponentially more. In a celebration for the parents and community, students came 
together to share what they saw through an art exhibit. While following the children’s’ interests, Megan 
and Kelli are excited to share their presentation on Discovering Our Place. 
 

Discovering Our Place 
 

Grade 2 and 3 students at Holly Elementary. 
Megan Groom and Kelli Lundie 

 
  This art exhibit grew out of our discovery and learning during our time spent outside in our place for 
Wilderness Wednesdays. We saw the need for our students to learn outside, so we took them out to 
explore in the diverse environments of Ladner. Our initial thoughts were that students would notice the 
animals that lived in the environment around us. The students’ discoveries reflected much more than 
just the animals. They were curious about the plants, the use of the land surrounding us and the 
indigenous connections to the land. Following the child as 
the protagonist, we listened to their curiosities and wonders. 
We provided them with questions to deepen their 
experiences while exploring outside. Our discoveries led us 
to ask the parents to be an essential component of our art 
exhibit project. They became active participants in their 
children's learning experience. We asked students to go for a 
walk with their parents and encouraged them to allow their 
children to take pictures. Our hope was that the walk would 
inspire pictures to be taken of the things they are noticing 
around them. The students were encouraged to be creative 
and use their artist eye to capture their pictures. The resulting pictures were more than we could ever 

imagine, and we knew we needed to share them with the 
community. We hosted a “Discovering Our Place” art exhibit, 
where the parent community and leaders from our school 
district were invited to come experience what we discovered. 
The learning journey has been an amazing experience for us 
all! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Valerie Lai 

 
 

Exploring the use of REGGIO EMILIA approach in Strong Start
Early Learning for children 0-3 years

It  is  very important to invite the parents to explore the materials f irst  or together.

  SENSORY ARTS How do adult
expectations

shape/limit how
young children
ENGAGE with

materials?

Older children wil l  copy others'  ideas and they are able to extend their  ideas with
the engagement of the adults .  

Children have a great t ime projecting the l ights on the walls ,  carpets and themselves.

Babies and Toddlers wrap the fabrics
around their  bodies.  They stretch  i t ,
crumble  i t ,  make it  into small  bal ls  and
throw  them up.

LIGHTS

 How do infants and toddlers EXPLORE
the fabrics in usual or surprising ways? 

  FABRIC 

B Y  V A L E R I E  L A I  &  M A R I B E L  M A R T I N E Z

Two years old they l ike to learn how to weave .  One boy
discovered that the fabric looked l ike the number 2 after
the weaving.  They also hide the birds under the fabrics.

Three years old they turn the mats into music keyboard,  picnic mats,  and pretend dress up play.

 How do the l ight objects INVITE transformations
and inquiries for infants and toddlers?

Children,  older and young, have a great t ime
exploring the l ight panels  and al l  the different
materials offered to them. Week by week they

wil l  come into the center and stop by the
“l ight table” to experiment,  touch, build.

Parent engagement plays an
important role in a child's

involvement with the art material .
The one-year-old enjoys painting
and playing with the moon sand

and can focus for more than 15
minutes.

  LOOSE PARTS - Culture and Traditions

 How can children RELATE the loose part play with their
daily l ives? How can children find JOY in their  play?

By using culture and traditions as the loose part
themes,  children relate their  play with their  own
culture and get to know other people's cultures .

Children enjoy the indigenous animals,  Tipi ,  canoe,
and also the use of Chinese chopsticks in their  play.

Extending the play into  a story workshop  by reading a
storybook and then creating their  loose part picture

further cult ivate their  learning  



Giovanna Thiessen 
 
OUR JOURNEY 
 
Our learning journey stemmed from our curiosity about stories…the stories that come from our real 
lives and imagination, the stories that live in our memories and our families, and the stories that help 
shape our sense of identity.  
 
In this inquiry, we wanted to explore and weave the principles of the Reggio Emilia Approach with 
work from our Story Workshop Community of Practice. We each have varying degrees of experience 
and comfort levels with Story Workshop, but we have a common interest in collaborating and 
practicing the pedagogy of listening to help one another become more thoughtful and intentional in 
our practice.  
 
Through this project, we nurtured oral storytelling and worked with the knowledge that stories involve 
patience and time. We focused on capturing stories that mattered to our students as they explored 
materials and became more fluent in the ‘hundred languages’. With practice, our students developed 
their identify as storytellers, eager to share stories from their lives and to wake up stories in in their 
play!  
 
We are reminded, on a daily basis, that stories are everywhere! In response to our students’ interests 
and love of the outdoors, we used our learning grant to create story kit invitations to explore 
collaborative storytelling outside.  
 
The learning grant helped us frame our intentions and gave us a sense of accountability; we were 
reminded of how valuable it is to make time to connect - to connect with one another, with the 
children, and our sense of place. We are so grateful to VRA for the opportunity and look forward to 
continuing to learn and grow through our shared stories.  
 
 
 
OUR TEAM 
 
Giovanna Thiessen 
Angela Brnjac 
Shelley Janvier 
Liz Ward 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


